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The conquest brought many
traditions that we still do now a

days.  There are also many
differences, such as the rights, the

buildings and more. 

The main objective of this
scrapbook is to show

how the colonial period
defines our culture now a

days. Also it will show
how it afects my family

now a days and my
family's past
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MY GRANDPARENTS AND
THE PAST 

some of the traditions

my parents gave me are:

cooking"ñoquis", when I

was young we liked to

sing after lunch. Also,

we cooked prusrats and

hrustuls

Some traditions my

parents gave me are:

cooking candies,

making "bailes

folcloricos", also

cooking prusrats and

hrustuls

Some things my

parents teached me

were: cooking

"empanadas" and we

also like making

asados

my family's

traditions are:

making "asados",

and we also went

to misa on

Sundays



HOW DO MY ANCESTOR'S TRADITION
DEFINE MY FAMILY'S TRADITIONS

NOW A DAYS?

First of all, we always make asados. Every single Sunday. In the

"cuarentena" we make them in our house, only with my brother, sister

and parents, but before we made them in my grandparents' house.

Also, sometimes we use Croatian words, such as "laku noć", which

means "good night", or the word "nono (or nona)" "nono" means

grandparent and "nona" means grandmother (in Italy is also said as

that).

 When my mother was small, in her house they made home-made

ñoquis with her grandmother. All the family worked on them for hours,

and then they sat and ate the ñoquis.



Who am I considering my

ancestors and family's identity? 

I am a person that likes making

"asados" in family, I love ñoquis,

and I like going to Antofagasta

(where my mother's parents

live), I like going to Vichuquén

(where my dad's parents go

sometimes), and to Viña del

mar (where my dad's parents go

sometimes).

ME



My name is Antonia Menendez Marinov, and I'm

the autor of this scrapbook. I was born in 27 of

december of 2009. My mum is Tania and my dad

is Gonzalo. I have two brothers, Javiera and

Tomas, and a dog called Clip. My favourite

hobbies are draw, read, play games and cook.

This scrapbook is from my family's

traditions and their past. Many things

change with time, but we will always

keep our most important traditions. Hope

you enjoyed reading!


